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How to Use This Book
This book is available to download for Artechoke Media customers that purchased the cloud version. If 
you downloaded this book for free via another channel, please consider supporting the author and the 
owners of Artechoke Media (an extremely small jiu-jitsu business) so that we can make more books like 
this in the future.

For best results, ePub readers should use an up-to-date iBooks application to view the book as other 
readers may not support rich media. For Android users, use an e-reader that supports ePub3 (Gitden 
Reader is our favorite). If videos are not loading and graphics appear to be missing, check to see if your 
device and your reader support media rich ePubs. If you are reading the interactive PDF, download the 
most recent version of Adobe Reader and fully update Flash for an optimal viewing experience.

BAsIc InTeRAcTIvITy

This book relies heavily on rich media which includes looped animations of techniques in action and 
instructional videos compressed and optimized for mobile viewing. Learning to interact with this content 
is essential to your enjoyment of the content.

1. If you are using the ePub version of the book, swipe your finger to turn pages. If you are using the 
interactive PDF version, scroll through the document as you would a webpage or a regular PDF.

2. This book includes a comprehensive table of contents to make jumping from technique to technique 
quick and easy. If you are using the iBooks reader, click in the heading of your reader to reveal a table of 
contents icon. All other users can scroll to the beginning of the book to access the full list of techniques.

3. For ePub readers, if a video does not play automatically, click the play icon to begin the video and 
click the enlarge icon in the bottom right hand corner to get a better look at the technique. For interac-
tive PDF readers, right click the media and toggle “enable/disable” media to force the video to play. This 
technology is relatively new for ePubs and PDFs, so it is unfortunately not perfect.

4. To launch instructional videos, click the play graphics at the end of each technique to load the video. 
These videos have been compressed for the sake of file size and bandwidth. Please use your cloud 
access if you prefer to view the video in 720p.

Like us on Facebook.

Follow us on Twitter.

subscribe to our channel on youTube.

check out our other books.

http://artechokemedia.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ArtechokeMedia
https://twitter.com/ArtechokeMedia
http://www.youtube.com/user/ArtechokeMedia
http://artechokemedia.com/books/


Chapter 3: Reverse Omoplata
Now we get to my favorite technique ever–the reverse omoplata. This technique has the unfortunate reputation of 
being too flashy, too difficult, or too dangerous. I hope to change the perception, if you happen to share it, by the 
end of this chapter. You can find other instructors teaching this technique, but it’s usually just pulled out as a cool 
move for a DVD or seminar. My goal is to show that it can be a simple technique that doesn’t require extreme speed, 
flexibility, strength, or a reckless sense of abandon.

First, let’s de-stigmatize the name. Plenty of people have a hard enough time with normal omoplatas, and adding 
“reverse” to any technique usually doubles the perceived complexity. “Reverse omoplata” is a double offense. Maybe 
using the names “kimura with leg” or “rolling shoulder lock” is less intimidating. This technique has little to do with 
the regular omoplata, aside from both using the leg to crank the opponent’s arm and shoulder. Other than that, the 
entries and finishes are very different.

The simplest way to think of the reverse omoplata is as another submission from the kneeling crucifix, since that is how most 
reverse omoplatas begin. As we go deeper into its counters and re-counters, we’ll expand thinking of it as a series of unique 
positions. Your success with many submissions can be improved by taking the focus off the finish–the final second–and 
backing up to see it as a position. Common examples of this are the triangle, the omoplata and leglock positions. This allows 
you to slow down and figure out the finer points of the control and the contingency plans for when your opponent defends or 
attempts to escape.

Once you have this advanced understanding of the reverse omoplata, it adds another branch to the crucifix gameplan:

1. Staying in the kneeling crucifix and seeking submissions
2. Rolling to the traditional face-up crucifix
3. Rolling into the reverse omoplata

With this technique, I also hope to change your attitude towards “advanced” moves. To be sure, some techniques are more 
complex than others, and certain ones are more useful to beginners. But sometimes it’s just a matter of being persistent and 
open to new ideas.

By chance, I learned the reverse omoplata within my first month of starting Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. It was taught at my first ever 
no-gi class. My instructor, Eduardo de Lima, sensed that people were intimidated by it, so us he started using it almost every 
day to prove a point. As a brand new white belt, the reverse omoplata didn’t seem more complicated than anything else (ev-
erything was too complicated for me), so I drilled it like any other move. My naivety was rewarded when, lacking the mental 
block, I would recognize the opportunities for the reverse omoplata just like I had drilled them.

Follow Eduardo’s lead and don’t let the seeming complexity of the move scare you away. Learn it, and drill it just like you 
would any other move.

In this chapter, we will first simplify the reverse omoplata to its five fundamental components, then troubleshoot how to fin-
ish it no matter what our opponent throws at us.





3-1 Fundamental Five
The reference to “fundamental five” started as a joke. Matt Thornton of Straight Blast Gym teaches lessons he calls 
“fundamental five of side control” and “fundamental five of guard passing.” I thought it was funny to give the re-
verse omoplata the same treatment, given its reputation for being advanced, but the resulting five points turned out 
to be accurate and useful guidelines. If you look at how anyone teaches this move, you will see that they do these 
five steps one way or another.

This reductionist approach can be taken toward many techniques and positions with reputations for being compli-
cated. By boiling it down to its essential steps, you make a seemingly complicated move lose its intimidation factor. 
As you continue on your path with jiu-jitsu, having this mentality will not only make it easier for you to learn seem-
ingly complicated techniques, but it will also help you to try techniques that you might have passed up before.

By treating the reverse omoplata as a series of sub-positions and objectives, we take what’s usually treated as a nov-
elty and transform it into a real move. Approached this way, I’ve had white belts performing this move safely and 
without confusion.

Let’s take a quick look at the reverse omoplata in action, then we’ll break it down.
         

The reverse omoplata can be broken down into these fundamental five steps:

1. Trap the Arm
Trapping the arm for the kneeling crucifix is our first main goal for the reverse omoplata. Every entry to the kneeling crucifix 
we show in this instructional is the beginning of a potential reverse omoplata.

2. Cross the Arm
With the arm trapped, we need to cross it back so it’s wrapped around our rear leg, the one closest to our opponent’s hips. The 
most direct way is to cross your knees and pass the arm from one leg to another. Some people will cross their arm back on 
their own, thinking they are finding a way out.

You can often trap the arm so it’s already crossed back, accomplishing the first two steps simultaneously.

3. Reach Inside
Releasing whatever back control grip you have, turn to face forward and reach your arm inside into the space in front of their 
chest. Aim to hug the near knee, but anywhere across the body can work. With your arm in front of them, they can no longer 
roll without you sticking to them in the same relative position.












4. Roll
Rolling begins to crank their arm and signals the beginning of the end. Roll in toward your opponent, similar to how you do 
a rolling kneebar, rather than out and away. This roll can be fast and explosive, or you can wiggle into it, gradually increasing 
the pressure as you hug their knee closer and closer to your head.

Sometimes the roll takes you backwards or sideways, possibilities we’ll discuss later in this chapter.

5. Finish
With your roll complete, you should have flipped your opponent over to their back with you sitting next to them. Keep a grip 
on your opponent’s leg as you sit up and adjust your position by scooting back. Finish the submission by cranking your leg 
back under you as you rise up slightly.

If your opponent’s arm got cranked behind their back mid-roll, then you can even submit them without flipping them over to 
this final position.
         






3-2 Troubleshooting
With our fundamental five to guide us, we can figure out how to troubleshoot the reverse omoplata when it doesn’t 
go as planned. In this section, we’re going to stick the reverse omoplata under the microscope to examine how to 
modify it as we run into counters. We may need to deviate from the “standard” method but we know our end goal 
and each objective along the way.

Exploring the depth of a technique like this is what takes it from being a singular submission and elevates it to 
being a position, where the core technique sets the stage for a network of transitions, counters, and recounters. If 
you learn the reverse omoplata in isolation, it will be nothing more than a novelty in your game, but if you learn the 
system that surrounds it and understand how it fits into the crucifix game–and consequently the turtle game–it can 
become a high-percentage, reliable attack.

3-2a Can’t Cross Arm
In this scenario, we’ve trapped the arm (step 1) and now we want to cross it back (step 2) to set up the reverse omo-
plata. A savvy opponent will sometimes refuse to let you pass their back. When this happens, you can crank it in an 
armlock, similar to the straight armlock we covered earlier. You may get the tap, but they can relieve the pressure 
by throwing their arm backward, giving us what we wanted in the first place. Knowing this transition will help you 
to connect your kneeling crucifix game to the reverse omoplata in more places. If you’re attacking your opponent’s 
arm in any way, there is a chance that the reverse omoplata will open up.

         

















3-2b Standing and Shaking Off
A natural reaction to many submissions is to stand up and yank out, and the reverse omoplata is no different. Pre-
venting this escape doesn’t take a special recounter but rather a recommitment to following through with the roll 
and finish. You may even be lifted entirely off the ground, but if you can keep reaching for your opponent’s leg and 
hug it to you as you roll, you should be able to force the flip over and finish you the reverse omoplata.
         















3-2c Preventing Forward Roll
As we’re getting ready to roll, our opponent may roll early, escaping our position and undoing our technique. For 
any sort of omoplata attack, traditional or otherwise, this is common reaction because jiu-jiteiros learn early on the 
value of unwinding an arm that’s in danger. For our purposes, we need a way to block their preemptive rolls so we 
can choose when to roll. By leaning heavy on the back of the head, we can stall our opponent until we choose the 
time that’s right for us.
         















3-2d Won’t Roll Forward
So far, we’ve focused on rolling forward to finish the reverse omoplata. That’s because it is the strongest, most direct 
way of advancing your goals. But when our opponent knows this and resists, we need more options. Thankfully, 
we’ve got three other directions we can take to accomplish step four of our fundamental five.

Take Them Backwards
Here Marshal resists my first few attempts at a forward roll by posturing up and back. By doing this, he gives me the 
momentum I need to swipe him backwards, landing in the finishing position. The key to this transition is that you 
commit to the forward roll to illicit a real response. You won’t be able to knock someone backwards if they are hun-
kered down with a strong base, so as you drill this technique encourage your partner to give you realistic movement 
and momentum.
         

Take Them Sideways
Starting with a forward roll is always the strongest option, but sometimes you will sense that your opponent’s weight and bal-
ance is weaker in another direction. You can go sideways in either direction by throwing yourself over them or pulling them 
over you, landing in the finishing position. This is dependent on your opponent giving you energy in those directions, but 
knowing the options will make you ready to take advantage of it.


























3-2e Walking Over You
Earlier in this book, we discussed that a common reaction to being caught in the crucifix is to run behind your op-
ponent. If you are about to roll into a reverse omoplata, running behind can block your roll and ultimately put you 
in a compromised position. Your first defense to this is simply to circle away faster than they run behind, then to 
stick a hook behind their knee. This will prevent them from continuing to circle and walk over you, and may even 
lead to a sideways roll to the finish.
         















3-2f Lost Upper Body Control
While everything is topsy-turvy during the roll, you will sometimes lose the connection to your opponent, landing 
out of position to finish. This commonly happens when your opponent starts the roll before you meant to and you 
race to catch up.

By understanding what your opponent needs to do next to escape, you can control key points to recover the reverse 
omoplata. They want to continue sitting up and turning to face you. A grip on the back of their collar (no-gi: grab 
their shoulder) and hooking you foot under their knee will prevent this while enabling you to sit up and adjust your 
positioning for the finish.
         















3-3 Drill: Rapid Reverse Omoplatas
The rapid reverse omoplata drill will build the instinct to cross the arm and roll for the reverse omoplata without 
hesitation. Your training partner repeatedly shoots head-outside single legs on you. You do you first four steps, but 
let them out before the finish so they can keep the drill going. I recommend drilling the most basic version of the 
reverse omoplata, sticking to the fundamental five steps, then doing this drill for a few minutes before getting into 
the troubleshooting. You need a feel for the move before the “next level” tips will be useful to you.         
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